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Objective

Video game testers are experts who test video games to detect bugs and errors in different levels 
of the game. They work alongside game designers and programmers to ensure a game works 
flawlessly before they send the game out to the market.

Skills

Understand blue- prints, schematics,lader diagrams, Tank levels, temps, control valves scada.

Work Experience

Video Game Tester
ABC Corporation  2006 – 2007 
 Tasked with finding irregularities in video games so the developing crew were able to fix them 

before games release.
 Group-Oriented Work Place.
 Able to work well together with other members of the quality assurance team.
 Recreated a certain situation in the games without the help of a recording device or other 

people.
 Able to give constructive criticism to the lead managers which would result in a better 

finished 2 years experience.
 Tested software Audited video games Wrote up videogame anomalies/game breakers Kept a 

written log about defaults in software.
 Played and test video games for quality, to make sure that a quality product is released and 

enjoyed by the consumers.

Video Game Tester
Delta Corporation  2005 – 2006 
 Devise a test plan for the title to achieve the highest quality/smooth execution of the project 

and continuously follow-up on its evolution.
 Supervise the creation of test cases, along with the testers, to check and report the status on 

daily basis.
 Promoting and enforcing QC best practices across all team members.
 Understanding and defining areas to calculate the overall risk to the project. Devise strategies

to mitigate those risks and communicate them to all stakeholders.
 Assign tasks to team with respect to their strengths and provide all the details in the task 

mail.
 Implement and maintain testing process to ensure both development team and QC team 

stays in the same page and issues are solved in efficiently.
 Challenge the testers on the test results and test cases to boost their quality of service.
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Diploma - 2008(Southwestern Community College)
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